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CANDIDATO  A  
GLOBAL WARMING 
Global warming is the current increase in temperature of the Earth's surface (both land and water)  
as well as its atmosphere. Multiple lines of scientific evidence show that the climate system is warming. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points:  
 

 Things we can do to use less energy 

 Things government can do to slow global warming down 

 Effects on food production 

 Impact on rich and poor countries 
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CANDIDATO  B  
GLOBAL WARMING 
Global warming is the current increase in temperature of the Earth's surface (both land and water)  
as well as its atmosphere. Multiple lines of scientific evidence show that the climate system is warming. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points:  
 

 Things we can do to use less energy 

 Things government can do to slow global warming down 

 Effects on food production 

 Impact on rich and poor countries 
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CANDIDATO  A  
IS CONTEMPORARY ART REAL ART? 
Some think contemporary art can be done without any talent or effort.  
Others argue that art must change along with the times and explore different facets of reality. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points:  
 

 Figurative vs abstract art 

 Can art be evaluated objectively? 

 Is there an art for the elites and an art for the masses? 

 Why is it difficult to understand contemporary art? 
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CANDIDATO  B  
IS CONTEMPORARY ART REAL ART? 
Some think contemporary art can be done without any talent or effort.  
Others argue that art must change along with the times and explore different facets of reality. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points:  
 

 Figurative vs abstract art 

 Can art be evaluated objectively? 

 Is there an art for the elites and an art for the masses? 

 Why is it difficult to understand contemporary art? 
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CANDIDATO  A 
UNDERSTANDING HUMOUR 
Connecting to people with humour can be very difficult depending on the country and its culture.  
Debates about the acceptable limits of humour and who should prescribe them are also recurrent on the media. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points:  
 

 Are there national (British, American...) senses of humour? 

 Are there any types of humour (eg physical comedy) more universal than others? 

 The limits of humour: appropriateness, morality and censorship 

 Does our sense of humour change with age? 
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CANDIDATO  B 
UNDERSTANDING HUMOUR 
Connecting to people with humour can be very difficult depending on the country and its culture.  
Debates about the acceptable limits of humour and who should prescribe them are also recurrent on the media. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points:  
 

 Are there national (British, American...) senses of humour? 

 Are there any types of humour (eg physical comedy) more universal than others? 

 The limits of humour: appropriateness, morality and censorship 

 Does our sense of humour change with age? 
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CANDIDATO  A  
IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON OUR LIVES. 
The development of technology has dramatically changed our daily lives. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 Positive effects (e.g. on social interaction and education). 

 Negative effects (e.g. on weapon development or pollution). 

 What new technology has had a more profound impact on your life? 

 What should happen to workers who cannot keep up with the tremendous pace of technological change? 
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CANDIDATO  B  
IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON OUR LIVES. 
The development of technology has dramatically changed our daily lives. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 Positive effects (e.g. on social interaction and education). 

 Negative effects (e.g. on weapon development or pollution). 

 What new technology has had a more profound impact on your life? 

 What should happen to workers who cannot keep up with the tremendous pace of technological change? 
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CANDIDATO  A  
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (NGOs) 
  
NGOs have become part of the development process on many countries in recent decades. Unfortunately, some 
of them have been recently in the news for all the wrong reasons. Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at 
least, two of the following points: 
 

 Types and roles of NGOs 

 Impact of NGOs in the development of third world countries 

 Why do people volunteer to work at an NGO? 

 NGOs and corruption 
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CANDIDATO  B  
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (NGOs) 
  
NGOs have become part of the development process on many countries in recent decades. Unfortunately, some 
of them have been recently in the news for all the wrong reasons. Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at 
least, two of the following points: 
 

 Types and roles of NGOs 

 Impact of NGOs in the development of third world countries 

 Why do people volunteer to work at an NGO? 

 NGOs and corruption 
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CANDIDATO  A  
INTELLIGENCE 
For many scientists, intelligence is the mental capacity for planning ability, logical thought and  
problem solving. To these factors, some scientists add the ability to process and use emotional information. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 Is it necessary to be intelligent to succeed in life? 

 Intelligence and academic performance and achievements. 

 What is the relationship between intelligence and emotion? 

 Does emotional intelligence affect successful teamwork? 
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CANDIDATO  B  
INTELLIGENCE 
For many scientists, intelligence is the mental capacity for planning ability, logical thought and  
problem solving. To these factors, some scientists add the ability to process and use emotional information. 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 Is it necessary to be intelligent to succeed in life? 

 Intelligence and academic performance and achievements. 

 What is the relationship between intelligence and emotion? 

 Does emotional intelligence affect successful teamwork? 
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CANDIDATO  A  
MANNERS MAKE THE MAN 
Are manners still important in today’s society or are they really out-of-date in today’s world? 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 What are some old-fashioned manners that (almost) no one follows any more? 

 What manners do you consider essential? 

 Is it important to teach manners to children at home/school? 

 Are you a good-manners role model? 
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CANDIDATO  B  
MANNERS MAKE THE MAN 
Are manners still important in today’s society or are they really out-of-date in today’s world? 
Ask for your partner’s opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 What are some old-fashioned manners that (almost) no one follows any more? 

 What manners do you consider essential? 

 Is it important to teach manners to children at home/school? 

 Are you a good-manners role model? 
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CANDIDATO  A  
HOMELESSNESS 
Although Castilla-La Mancha has one of the lowest homeless people rates in Spain, you are still  
likely to find a homeless person living near you, especially if you live in a big town/city. Ask for your partner’s 
opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 What is the homeless situation like in your town/city? 

 “No one is safe from experiencing homelessness”. Do you agree? 

 What is the health status of homeless people? 

 Why do some homeless people do choose to avoid using emergency shelters? 
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CANDIDATO  B  
HOMELESSNESS 
Although Castilla-La Mancha has one of the lowest homeless people rates in Spain, you are still  
likely to find a homeless person living near you, especially if you live in a big town/city. Ask for your partner’s 
opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 What is the homeless situation like in your town/city? 

 “No one is safe from experiencing homelessness”. Do you agree? 

 What is the health status of homeless people? 

 Why do some homeless people do choose to avoid using emergency shelters? 
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CANDIDATO  A  
ONLINE MUSIC SERVICES 
The Internet has revolutionised how people access music. While some still resort to illegal means  
to listen to their favorite songs, the popularity of streaming services such as Spotify has resulted in online piracy 
falling to its lowest rate in years. Ask for your partners’ opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 How many young people do you know that still download music (legally or illegally) instead of using a paid 
or ad-promoted streaming music service? 

 Is streaming changing the way we listen to music? 

 Is it also changing the way music is made? 

 Playlists vs records. Do we still listen to albums from beginning to end? 
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CANDIDATO  B  
ONLINE MUSIC SERVICES 
The Internet has revolutionised how people access music. While some still resort to illegal means  
to listen to their favorite songs, the popularity of streaming services such as Spotify has resulted in online piracy 
falling to its lowest rate in years. Ask for your partners’ opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 How many young people do you know that still download music (legally or illegally) instead of using a paid 
or ad-promoted streaming music service? 

 Is streaming changing the way we listen to music? 

 Is it also changing the way music is made? 

 Playlists vs records. Do we still listen to albums from beginning to end? 
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CANDIDATO  C  
ONLINE MUSIC SERVICES 
The Internet has revolutionised how people access music. While some still resort to illegal means  
to listen to their favorite songs, the popularity of streaming services such as Spotify has resulted in online piracy 
falling to its lowest rate in years. Ask for your partners’ opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 How many young people do you know that still download music (legally or illegally) instead of using a paid 
or ad-promoted streaming music service? 

 Is streaming changing the way we listen to music? 

 Is it also changing the way music is made? 

 Playlists vs records. Do we still listen to albums from beginning to end? 
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CANDIDATO  A  
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT 
Some experts think tougher prison sentences would reduce crime, others suggest that economic  
factors may be more important. Ask for your partners’ opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 Do you think that longer crime sentences would deter crime? 

 Do you think that more police means less crime? 

 What do you think of alternatives to prison (e.g. fines, drug treatment counselling, electronic 
monitoring...)? 

 Do you think there’s a relationship between race, gender or socioeconomic status and imprisonment 
rates? 
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CANDIDATO  B  
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT 
Some experts think tougher prison sentences would reduce crime, others suggest that economic  
factors may be more important. Ask for your partners’ opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 Do you think that longer crime sentences would deter crime? 

 Do you think that more police means less crime? 

 What do you think of alternatives to prison (e.g. fines, drug treatment counselling, electronic 
monitoring...)? 

 Do you think there’s a relationship between race, gender or socioeconomic status and imprisonment 
rates? 
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CANDIDATO  C  
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT 
Some experts think tougher prison sentences would reduce crime, others suggest that economic  
factors may be more important. Ask for your partners’ opinion and discuss, at least, two of the following points: 
 

 Do you think that longer crime sentences would deter crime? 

 Do you think that more police means less crime? 

 What do you think of alternatives to prison (e.g. fines, drug treatment counselling, electronic 
monitoring...)? 

 Do you think there’s a relationship between race, gender or socioeconomic status and imprisonment 
rates? 
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TECHNOLOGY OPTIMIST OR PESSIMIST? 
Reports that robots, automation and artificial intelligence are going to put millions of us out of 
work may sound troubling, but should we believe them? That largely depends on whether we 
are technology optimists or pessimists. How do you think technology will affect our lives in the 
near future? 
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Robots and unemployment 

 Autonomous planes and cars 

 Machine learning and artificial intelligence 

 Telemedicine and distance learning services 
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FRIENDSHIP 
Research has shown that the better the quality of our relationships, the more likely we are to 
be happy. Having good friends who love and support us for who we are is really important to 
our happiness but, what makes a good friend?  
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 How to be a good friend 

 Is it better to have a lot of friends or a few very close friends? 

 What would and wouldn’t you do for a friend?  
 Which situations can affect friendship negatively?   
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IS SOCIAL MEDIA BAD FOR YOU? 
Three billion people, around 40% of the world’s population, use online social media – and we’re 
spending an average of two hours every day sharing, liking, tweeting and updating on these 
platforms. With social media playing such a big part in our lives, could we be sacrificing our 
mental health and well-being as well as our time? 
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Effect on relationships: positive or negative? 

 Danger of addiction 

 Possible effects on our well-being, mood and sleep 

 Do you think they can be a source of stress, anxiety and even depression? 
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ARE WE SUFFERING FROM INFORMATION OVERLOAD? 
Research suggests that multi-media tasking lowers our mental capacity and reduces our 
ability to concentrate. The ever increasing bombardment of information could make us lose 
our ability to think clearly. 
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Is all information useful?  

 Do we need more space for our own thinking? 

 Do we pay too much attention to unnecessary information? 

 The importance of knowing when to say no 
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FAKE NEWS 
Hoaxes are plans to deceive people and they have been associated with the internet since its 
early days, but it is only recently that organised, systematic misinformation campaigns have 
emerged. 
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Do you know anybody who has been misled by a hoax? 

 Disinformation campaigns designed to influence public opinion 

 Fake news stories and social networks  

 Is fake news easy to distinguish? 
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LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOUR 
Everybody wants good neighbours, but few seem to have them. A recent survey found that 
one in four people have had a problem with nuisance neighbours in the last year, leaving 
people angry, irritable and stressed. Have you ever had arguments with your neighbours?  
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 How to be a good neighbour  

 Typical annoying habits neighbours have 

 What are the most frequent causes of arguments?  

 Is it better to keep your distance or to have a close relationship with your neighbours? 
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TELECOMMUTING 
Working from home is a dream for many but it might have its drawbacks. 
Think of some of the possible advantages and disadvantages of working from home. 
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Isolation and loneliness 

 Distractions 

 Flexibility 

 Work/life balance 
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RISK 
Those who do not take chances are on the path to “guaranteed failure”, according to 
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg. We all have different attitudes towards taking risks; 
some of us are risk-oriented, others are risk-averse. How do you feel about risk-taking? 
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Are you a risk taker? Why/why not? 

 What are the advantages and disadvantages of taking risks? 

 What risks do you come across in your work/life? 

 What risks have you taken in your life? 
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GENERATION GAP 
There have always been differences between generations, but some think the gap is less 
divisive than it used to be. Compare the old generation with the young generation today.  
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Similarities between generations  

 Differences between them  

 The relationship between the two age groups  

 How can we bridge the gap? 
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TOURISM 
Spain is the world’s second most popular destination. Tourism accounts for 11% of 
Spain’s Gross Domestic Product. But 82 million visitors may also have some negative 
effects. What effect does tourism have in Spain?  
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 The importance of tourism in Spanish economy 

 Is society affected by tourism? 

 How does mass tourism affect natural resources? 

 How can we deal with environmental issues related to tourism? 
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ARE YOU A PERFECTIONIST? 
Many of us believe perfectionism is a positive thing, but researchers are finding that it can 
be dangerous, leading to a long list of health problems. Making mistakes is a necessary 
part of learning, and avoiding mistakes can make it harder to reach your goals. What is 
your attitude towards perfectionism? 
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Do you have high personal standards? 

 How do you cope with things when they go wrong? 

 If you don’t succeed, do you feel disappointed or ashamed? 

 Are you often critical with yourself? 
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TIME MANAGEMENT 
Time management is a struggle for many people these days. We have so much to do in 
both our work and personal lives – and so little time to make it all happen. How do you 
manage your time? 
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Do you plan your time in advance? 

 Are you easily distracted? 

 Are you always punctual? 
 Do you often leave things to the last minute? 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
You have 4 minutes to prepare. You have to speak for 4-4:30 minutes. Your production will be recorded. 
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SLEEP 
Some people need eight hours, others four. But the bottom line is that everybody needs 
sleep. Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 
 

 Sleeping habits 

 Do you ever have trouble sleeping? If so, what do you do? 

 Do you take daytime naps? 

 Do you remember your dreams? 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
You have 4 minutes to prepare. You have to speak for 4-4:30 minutes. Your production will be recorded. 
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CITIES OF THE FUTURE 
Imagine a city of the future and give a short talk about it.  
Read the following suggestions and talk about, at least, two of them: 

 
 What will your city of the future look like? 

 Will your city be sustainable? How? 

 What will the quality of life be like?  

 How will everyday life be different? 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
You have 4 minutes to prepare. You have to speak for 4-4:30 minutes. Your production will be recorded. 

 


